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Brief History

BioOne was established in 1999 in Washington, DC, as a non-profit
organization by five scholarly collaborators: the American Institute of
Biological Sciences, the Scholarly Publishing and Academic Resources
Coalition (SPARC), The University of Kansas, Greater Western Library
Alliance, and Allen Press.

Scope and Coverage

BioOne includes near about 200 high quality, subscribed and open-access
titles focused in the biological, ecological, and environmental sciences. For
subscribing libraries, BioOne Complete offers a cost-effective, curated
collection of independently-published journals. More than three-quarters of
the subscribed titles are ranked in Thomson Reuters' Journal Citation Reports,

and 45% are available online exclusively in BioOne.

Kind of Information

Within an entry (journal) detail bibliographic information includes title, editor
names, print ISSN, online ISSN, impact factor, frequency, cover page image
of that particular entry present.

Most read articles and most cited articles are available.
Most read articles
Surprising Genetic Diversity in Rhinolophus luctus (Chiroptera: Rhinolophidae) from
Peninsular Malaysia: Description of a New Species Based on Genetic and Morphological
Characters
What is for Dinner? First Report of Human Blood in the Diet of the Hairy-Legged Vampire
Bat Diphylla ecaudata

Most cited articles
Bat Mortality at Wind Turbines in Northwestern Europe
The Iberian contribution to cryptic diversity in European bats

Special Features

Arrangement Pattern

 Links to social networking sites like Facebook, Teitter etc. And also
links to Youtube.
 Contact option present for any kind of information.
 RSS feed present.
In this tool users can browse title, publishers, featured article wise. Under each
browse option entries are arranged in alphabetical order.
Title:

Publishers:

Remarks

For its nonprofit publishing participants—societies, associations, museums,

research institutions, and university presses—the BioOne aggregation offers a
dynamic platform, cohort affiliation, and an ancillary annual revenue stream
from aggregated sales.

Comparable Tools

 Bibliography of agriculture and landholding
(http://hum.leiden.edu/lias/formation-of-islam/topics-economy/biblagr.html)
 Disability and Agriculture: Bibliography of Selected Publications and
Media (http://www.agrability.org/resources/disability-and-ag/biblio/)
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